13 - The Cold War Begins, 1945-1953
• Purpose: to gain an understanding of the
origins and the early phase of the Cold
War, specifically:
• The origins of US-Soviet conflict since
the Bolshevik Revolution and
especially during World War II
• The role of nuclear weapons
• The development of the Cold War in
the years following World War II
• In Europe
• In Asia
• The problematic connection between
decolonization and the Cold War
• The handling of the Cold War by the
Truman and early Eisenhower
administrations
• Timeframe: ca. 1945-1953
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1.1 US-Soviet Conflict before World War II
• Basic ideological differences ever since
the development of communism
• World War I: Separate Soviet peace
• World War I: Wilson‘s and Lenin‘s
differing visions of post-war world
• 1917 through early 1920s: Red Scare in
US
• 1918-1920: US participated in Allied
intervention in Russia, aiding White
armies
• 1917-1933: non-recognition of Soviet
Union by US
• However: massive economic relations in
1920s, fascination of US liberals with
communism in 1930s, popular front
• Hitler-Stalin pact, 1939-41; Soviet
invasion of Finland
Lenin in 1919
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1.2 US-Soviet Conflict during World War II
• Soviet frustration over delay of second
front and bearing the brunt of the war in
Europe.
• US shared nuclear secrets with UK, but
not Soviet Union. Later accusation of
“atomic diplomacy.”
• As victory in Europe drew near, allies
wary of each other
• Conflict over Poland: US, UK wanted to
include liberal Polish leaders from exile,
Stalin established communist regime.
• After FDR‘s death, Truman less
experienced, much more confrontational
• At Potsdam conference, distrust prevailed
over cooperation
• End of World War II created massive
power vacuum; US and Soviet Union
extended their influence
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Churchill, FDR, Stalin at Yalta, 1945. Already, the
atmosphere was not as relaxed as indicated in this
picture; relations grew increasingly worse.
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2.1 Cold War in Europe: Descent of the Iron Curtain
• Early conflicts over influence in formerly
German-held territory. Very early conflict
over Soviet retreat from Iran, 1946.
• Soviet Union established satellites in
Eastern Europe, often by force. Poland
1945, Hungary 1947, Czechoslovakia
1948. Only Yugoslavia independent.
• US leaders feared Soviet designs on
Western Europe, as well; esp. France,
Italy seemed unstable. German question.
• Churchill‘s Iron Curtain speech, 1946.
• George F. Kennan‘s Long Telegram,
1946: Evaluation of Soviet Union as
totalitarian, ambitious, and dangerous;
parallels seen to Nazi Germany (Red
Fascism).
• Lessons of Munich appeasement
• US had entered WW2 at least partly to
prevent totalitarian control of Europe.
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Cold War Europe
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2.2 The Truman Doctrine: Containment
• 1947: Left-wing insurgents in Greece and
Turkey, both UK-influenced countries. UK
unable to support its client governments,
asked US for help.
• However, Congress seemed inclined to
cut back on spending which would have
meant less international involvement.
• Truman painted a grim picture of what
would happen if more of the world came
under Soviet control and asked Congress
for money “to support free peoples who
are resisting attempted subjugation by
armed minorities or by outside pressures.”
• Effectively, a policy of global containment
against the Soviet Union: check Soviet
expansion anywhere in the world.
• Shortly afterward, Kennan published Mr.
X Article, elaborating on containment:
“unalterable counterforce at every point.”
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Truman‘s Inauguration following the death of FDR in
1945. FDR had made no effort to keep Truman well
informed about foreign policy; the Missourian came to
the job of president with no international experience.
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2.3 Containment in Europe
• Europe was the original theatre of the Cold
War and containment.
• Marshall Plan 1947 to stabilize struggling
Western European economies. Also offered
to Eastern Europe, but rejected under
Soviet pressure.
• Berlin Blockade 1948. Soviets cut off Berlin,
in protest against integration of Western
occupational zones. Massive Airlift to
supply West Berlin and avoid war.
• Creation of Fed. Rep. of Germany 1949. No
reunification of Germany, no peace treaty.
• Foundation of NATO 1949: First permanent
alliance in US history. Maintenance of
military presence in Europe equally
unprecedented.
• Rearmament of Germany 1952
• Soviet Reactions: German Democratic
Republic 1949; Warsaw Pact 1955
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2.4 The Tools of Containment
• 1947 National Security Act:
• National Security Council
• CIA (fully established 1951)
• intelligence gathering
• covert operations
• Department of Defense
• Cultural Policies, from academic
exchange to propaganda efforts. Fulbright
program to promote democracy and proUS elites. Congress for Cultural freedom
to blunt anti-US efforts; Radio Free
Europe to reach Eastern Europeans.
• Memorandum NSC-68 (1950) called for
massively enlarged military budget: “the
Kremlin seeks to bring the free world
under its dominion by the methods of the
cold war. The preferred technique is to
subvert by infiltration and intimidation.”
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Allan Dulles, second director of the CIA
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2.5 Nuclear Weapons and the Technology Race
• US possession of nuclear (fission)
weapons helped the “get tough” policy.
• Soviets developed fission bombs in 1949,
partly through espionage. Major shock for
US. UK, with US help, developed nuclear
weapons in 1952.
• Hydrogen (fusion) bombs (US: 1952,
Soviet Union: 1953) made concept of
Mutually Assured Destruction (MAD)
possible. Much different situation.
• Central importance of carrier systems:
Aircraft (SAC) and especially missiles
(ICBMs)
• Sputnik Shock (1957), beginning of space
race. NASA (1958)
• General competition in terms of
technology (e.g. nuclear power)
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Atomic cake, celebrating 1946 nuclear test at Bikini
Island. Before the development of H-Bombs, fission
weapons seemed simply large bombs, not a means of
nuclear world destruction.
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3.1 Reconstruction of Japan
• Occupation and reconstruction of Japan under
US aegis, no involvement of other WW2
powers.
• Douglas MacArthur directed occupation.
• Efforts to transform Japan from an enemy into
an ally against Soviet power in the Asia / the
Pacific.
• “Democratization from above:” new
constitution, women’s voting rights, economic
aid. Also strong influence on educational
system, popular culture.
• But also censorship of Japanese media, esp.
against depiction of traditional Japanese
customs and criticism of US.
• In 1951, separate peace treaty between US
and Japan restored Japanese sovereignty.
Continued US military presence, esp. base on
Okinawa.
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Douglas MacArthur (1880-1964), one of the
US most controversial military leaders. Mac
Arthur was extremely good at self-promotion
and was convinced that only he had the right
ideas about Asia, during WW2 and later.
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3.2 The Cold War goes East: The Fall of China
• During WW2, US had backed Chinese
Nationalists and only reluctantly
supported Communist forces against
Japan. After WW2, civil war resumed.
• 1949, Mao‘s Communist forces defeated
Jiang Jieshi‘s Nationalists, who fled to
Formosa (Taiwan). Mao declared the
People’s Republic of China (“Red China”)
• Major shock to US: “Fall of China.”
Intense criticism of Truman by “China
lobby” Republicans.
• Mao independent, in fact increasingly at
odds with Stalin. But: Western perception
of a monolithic “Communist Bloc.”
• US non-recognition policy against “Red
China”; no official contacts until 1972
(Nixon), recognition in 1979.
• US increasingly supported Taiwan as a
major ally in Asia.
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Mao Zedong (1893-1976)
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3.3 The Korean War
• Korea: Japanese-dominated 1895-1945
• Immediately after WWII, division at 38th
parallel. Occupation: US South, Soviet
Union North.
• North Korea: Kim Il Sung
• South Korea: Syngman Rhee
• Despite Stalin‘s reluctance but with Mao‘s
backing, Kim ordered attack on South
Korea in 1950
• North Korean troops crossed 38th parallel
and quickly advanced. South Korean
troops retreated to southeast of
peninsula.
• US perception: Newest case of Soviet-led
communist bloc aggression. Reality more
complex
• Global containment doctrine invoked;
NSC-68 implemented
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Kim Il Sung (1912-1994)
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3.4 “Police Action”
• Due to Soviet boycott of UN, security council
backing for “police action.”
• Soviets gave only limited aid to Kim.
• Forces headed by veteran Douglas MacArthur
landed at Inchon and quickly re-conquered lost
South Korean territory
• Decision to cross 38th parallel in an attempt to
reunify Korea under US aegis
• As MacArthur came too close to Yalu river,
massive Chinese intervention. Retreat of UN
(mostly US and South Korean) forces.
• Stalemate fighting near 38th parallel
• MacArthur criticized strategy of limited war,
demanded all-out effort v. China; Truman fired him
• Korean War stalled until negotiated settlement in
1953, almost nothing gained. Truce Line remains
de facto border between South and North Korea.
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4.1 Cold War in the Age of Decolonization
• The Cold War was only one of two major processes of international relations in post-World
War II world
• Decolonization practically across the globe
• Result of decline of European empires, esp. British and French; WWII had sapped military
and economic power of European empires
• 1946 US granted independence to Philippines
• 1947 India / Pakistan independence from British empire
• Asia, Africa, Near East all major areas of decolonization
• In a few cases, relatively independent of Cold War, e.g. India
• Non-aligned movement
• In many cases, Cold War overlapped decolonization. Communism anti-imperialist
ideology, despite Soviet imperialism. Many anti-colonial, nationalist leaders communists.
Problems of perception
• All too often, decolonization turned into Cold War by proxy, as both US and Soviet Union
supported different sides in essentially local struggles
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4.2 Decolonization and Cold War in Vietnam
• Vietnamese struggle against French
empire since World War I
• Young Vietnamese leader Ho Chi Min,
rebuffed by Versailles negotiations, joined
Communist party in 1920
• founder of the Indochina Communist Party
(1930); Viet-Minh (1941)
• During World War II, Viet-Minh fought
Japanese with OSS support
• OSS regarded Ho Chi Minh as worthwhile
ally, primarily nationalist
• 1945 Declaration of Vietnamese
independence, modeled on American
document; hope for US support
Ho Chi Minh (Nguyen Sinh Cung)
(1890-1969)
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4.3 The French Indochina War, 1946-1954
• Truman administration decided to back
French bid to reclaim Indochina, both to
prevent communist influence in Indochina but
also to prop up France as an ally.
• Bao Dai French client government in
Indochina.
• 1946-1954 war between Viet-Minh and
French / Bao Dai forces
• Strong US financial support for France,
military advisers, but not troops as such.
• 1954 French defeat at Dienbienphu
• 1954 Geneva conference. Temporary partition
of Vietnam, independence for Laos and
Cambodia.
• Elections scheduled for 1956 to decide
Vietnam‘s future. Eisenhower administration
increasingly feared a Vietminh victory and
thus “Red” control over Indochina.
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Conclusion: Was the Cold War Inevitable?
• How could it happen that US-(UK)-Soviet alliance that had defeated the Axis broke apart
so quickly after the end of World War 2 and gave way to intense rivalry?
• Conflicts before and during World War 2.
• Totalitarian character and aggressiveness of Stalin, and his desire to acquire a large
sphere of buffer states in Eastern Europe.
• Death of FDR who had believed in personal diplomacy and replacement with Truman.
• Very real power vacuum in Europe, where the conflict between US and Soviet power was
immediate and sharp.
• Decline of UK as a world power. In many areas (Greece, Turkey, soon also the Middle
East), US simply took over position of UK as hegemonic power.
• In Asia, the problem was much more complex. Erroneous perception of a “communist
bloc” where in reality, Stalin and Mao did not get along at all.
• Big problem of decolonization. Because a number of nationalist leaders in the crumbling
empires of European powers were communists or at least left-wing, US leaders developed
a hostility to nationalist revolution. Where decolonization and the Cold War overlapped,
big problems emerged, esp. in Vietnam.
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Document Assignment and Sample Keyword
Document Assignment:

Sample Keyword:

Document: Harry S. Truman, The Truman
Doctrine (1947)

National Security Act

Available online or from the folder in the
library.
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1947. Milestone legislation in reaction to the
emerging Cold War pursued by president
Truman. It fused the secretaries of war and
the navy into the department of defense,
established the National Security Council to
advise the president and established the
Central Intelligence Agency to gather
intelligence, conduct espionage, and covert
ops. The act can be seen as the origins of
the “national security state.”
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